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Everstart 3 amp battery charger and maintainer

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its partners registered on Slickdeals' behalf to remove this ad. This comment has been rated as useless by users of Slickdeals Join Feb 2016 L4: Apprentice 388 Posts 73 Reputation Give Thanks Follow message 09-12-2018 at 09:24 am #2 Walmart throws them away due to
design/firmware error. Read the reviews before you buy. This comment has been rated as useless by users of Slickdeals Join Apr 2005 L5: Journeyman 514 Posts 357 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send Message 09-12-2018 at 10:47 am #3 Walmart rejects them due to a design/firmware error. Read the reviews
before you buy. I also see reviews that say that the manual explains how to overcome these supposed issues. It seems that people may have problems with very dead batteries, as the S01 error that everyone complains about seems to indicate a bad battery. If the battery is toasted, no amount of charging will reset it.
One of the oldest dumb style chargers would probably still throw the trend at it, but it will just dispense again down in a day or two. Considering that the port load battery maintainer costs $10 and is a total piece of shit that will last a year at best, this is still a good deal on a charger/maintainer controlled by a
microprocessor that also seems to support AGM batteries. In the worst case, take it home, try it and if it's POS just take it back. Walmart's return policy is pretty bulletproof. This comment has been rated as useless by Slickdeals users Joined Sep 2007 Concluding Ponder, Sr. 570 Posts 1,748 Reputation Give Thanks
Follow User Send Message Home Poster 09-12-2018 at 08:39 PM #4 Walmart rejects these due to design/firmware error. Read the reviews before you buy. No offense, but where the hell do you get this information/conclusion? I read the full text of each review on the wallyworld product page and saw nothing that
seriously suggests it. I also see reviews that say that the manual explains how to overcome these supposed issues. ... Considering that the port load battery maintainer costs $10 and is a total piece of shit that will last a year at best, this is still a good deal on a charger/maintainer controlled by a microprocessor that also
seems to support AGM batteries. In the worst case, take it home, try it and if it's POS just take it back. Walmart's return policy is pretty bulletproof. That's right, and that's right! Here are some important points I can offer after successfully using this charger and reading it Read the manual! (BTW, if you don't know not to
tighten the negative position, then you're a person who needs to read it!) Clean your battery poles (Even if they look clean; some final protector sprays are clear... including what Walmart sells) 2.5V is the minimum voltage your battery needs to start charging (This is on the OEM page, but I thought I saw it in the manual
somewhere) Some batteries just aren't saved, they're saved, Keep in mind that you can approach charging time by finding your battery backup capacity (in minutes) and doing some math on it I bought this yesterday and charged my Elantra battery all night from under 60% to full. You know what the first thing I did was? I
cut it, I connected it, and I saw the error code F01... But... because I'm not stupid, I also noticed the green battery size indicator light in the unit defaults to 6V... and the only button the unit has acts as a 6V/12V switch. And I did that without checking the manual since... Duh. But unlike internet commentators, I finally read
the manual. My battery was obviously below 60% when I started, so reading initially showed Lo exactly as described in the manual. For the curious, it took about 12 hours for my battery RC = 120min Elantra. User's Manual: Fault Codes (Error Codes) from manual: F01 dead battery Ask for the technician's help to check
the batteryF01... A device draws power from the battery that is charged Unplug the device and try to rechargeF01 ... The charging rate is very small relative to the battery size Choose a higher charger rate or use a higher current chargerF02 ... The charger voltage is very high relative to the battery Verify the battery
voltage and select the correct charging voltage. The F03... Charger error, charge current is higher than selected Ask for the technician's help to check the chargerF04... The charger overheats Make sure the vents are clean. The charger will continue charging when cooledF05... Do not enter the float stage after 24 hours
or the battery is defective Unplug the charger with battery and recharge again. Do not use the battery for other purposes when charging. Check the battery conditions. F06... Reverse polarity occurs Properly reconnect battery connectors Approaching charge time: (ref: Vehicle batteries are usually not rated in amp-hours
like small consumer batteries, and are instead spec'd by several minutes of *usable* capacity, referred to as reserve capacity, which can be classified by a rule-of-the-minimum thumb-useful-voltage of 10.5V. This is a reasonable point that you can expect your starter to fail to turn. By doing some time/energy unit
conversions and juggling with some algebra, you can get to a simple relationship: (reserve capacity in minutes) x (0.42) = (usable amp hours). Approximate number of charging hours divided by the rated power of your charger: (usable amp hours) / (charging amplifiers) = (hours (I say approximate because you only use
the full amperes (3A for this) for the first time and decreases as you approach full charge) Last edited by jasonbuechler September 12, 2018 at 08:46 pm This comment has been rated as useless by users of Slickdeals Join Jun 2015 Journeyperson 938 Posts 516 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send Message 09-
12-2018 at 08:45 pm #5 No offense, but where on do you get this information/conclusion?? I read the full text of each review on the wallyworld product page and saw nothing that seriously suggests it. &lt;snip&gt; Well said. Take the rest of the night off. This comment has been rated as useless by users of Slickdeals Join
Nov 2010 L3: Beginner 220 Posts 95 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send Message 09-12-2018 at 09:56 pm #6 I got two of them for motorcycle battery offers during the winter. Thanks OP! This comment has been rated as useless by users of Slickdeals Join Nov 2012 L27: Cheap-o 2,268 Posts 561 Reputation
Thanks Follow User Send Message Pro 09-12-2018 at 10:31 pm #7 bought one to maintain the battery in my mother's Mustang in 2005. He never drives it. The car sits there 364 days a year, maybe driven once a year. The battery's always dead. I'll jump and give it a partial charge and then i'll keep this on it. This
comment has been rated as useless by users of Slickdeals Join Jul 2013 L3: Beginner 525 Posts 170 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send Message 09-12-2018 at 10:55 pm #8 I got one of these and stopped working after about 3 months, just outside the return period. Sign up for a Slickdeals account to remove
this ad. This comment has been rated as useless by users of Slickdeals Join Nov 2017 L3: Beginner 225 Posts 74 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send Message 09-12-2018 at 11:43 pm #9 I also see reviews that say the manual explains how to overcome these alleged issues. It seems that people may have
problems with very dead batteries, as the S01 error that everyone complains about seems to indicate a bad battery. If the battery is toasted, no amount of charging will reset it. One of the oldest dumb style chargers would probably still throw the trend at it, but it will just dispense again down in a day or two. Considering
that the port load battery maintainer costs $10 and is a total piece of shit that will last a year at best, this is still a good deal on a charger/maintainer controlled by a microprocessor that also seems to support AGM batteries. In the worst case, take it home, try it and if it's POS just take it back. Walmart's return policy is
pretty bulletproof. Christopher Walken wow...... Quite the corporate counterpoint double speak testimony. This comment has been rated as useless by Slickdeals users joined Mar 2005 cowgirl hunting agreement 206 Posts 77 Fame Give Thanks Follow the user send message 09-12-2018 at 11:44 pm #10 Read the
manual! (BTW, if you do not know not to tighten the negative then you are a person who should read it!) Clean your battery poles (Even if they look clean; some final protector sprays are clear... including what Walmart sells) 2.5V is the minimum voltage your battery needs to start charging the charger (This is on the OEM
page, but I thought I saw it in the manual somewhere) Some batteries can't be saved, so keep in mind that you can approach the charging time &lt;/snip&gt; &lt;/snip&gt; the Reserve capacity (in minutes) of your battery, and doing some math on it um, for us who need to learn basic mechanics for the first time in
adulthood, could you please help me understand why it's not red-on-red and black-on-black in battery terminals? I found my female superior self in the unfortunate position of preventing all previous male duties. Car, lawn tractor, generator, weed, chainsaw, etc have never been in my repertoire until now, so it's a bit
overwhelming. (BTW, I need one of these and read your pdf) TIA This comment has been rated as useless by Slickdeals users Joined Sep 2007 Concluding Ponder, Sr. 570 Posts 1,748 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send Message Original Poster 09-12-2018 at 11:54 pm #11 umm, for us who need to learn basic
mechanics for the first time in adulthood, could you please help me understand why it's not red to red and black to black in battery terminals? I found my female superior self in the unfortunate position of preventing all previous male duties. Car, lawn tractor, generator, weed, chainsaw, etc have never been in my
repertoire until now, so it's a bit overwhelming. (BTW, I need one of these and read your pdf) TIA First, I can't claim that I knew better before I read the manual!! To sum up what I learned from some research to satisfy my curiosity: the battery, esp when charging, is prone to producing hydrogen gas as a product of the
chemical reactions involved. Hydrogen is potentially explosive and at least flammable, so if you're incredibly unlucky and somehow a spark or an electric arc happens, that's bad news! The reason you would move the negative clamp to the frame/block is simply to take the clamps further away from each other so as to
reduce the arc potential. The reason *you* can tighten the frame/block is because the negative position of the battery should also be electrically connected (grounded to) it. I hope this helps, and that I'm not too far from reality! Last edited by jasonbuechler September 13, 2018 at 12:42 AM This comment has been rated
as useless by users of Slickdeals Join Aug 2006 L4: Apprentice 355 Posts 36 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send Message 09-13-2018 at 03:03 AM #12 Why it appears in the last description of the image on the Walmart page, the negative clamp on Everstart is actually bewildered at the negative battery; This
comment has been rated as useless by users of Slickdeals Join Feb 2016 L4: Apprentice 388 Posts 73 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send Message 09-13-2018 at 04:57 AM #13 No offense, but where on earth do you get this information / I read the full text of each review on the wallyworld product page and saw
nothing that seriously suggests it. That's right, and that's right! Here are some important points I can offer after using this charger successfully, and reading the manual: Read the manual! (BTW, if you don't know not to fasten the negative position, then you're person who needs to read it!) Clean your battery poles (Even if
they look clean; some final protector sprays are clear... including what Walmart sells) 2.5V is the minimum voltage your battery needs to start charging (This is on the OEM page, but I thought I saw it in the manual somewhere) Some batteries just don't survive, so keep in mind that you can approach the charging time by
finding the Backup capacity (in minutes) of your battery and doing some math on it I bought this yesterday and charged my Elantra battery all night from under 60% to full. You know what the first thing I did was? I cut it, I connected it, and I saw the error code F01... But... because I'm not stupid, I also noticed the green
battery size indicator light in the unit defaults to 6V... and the only button the unit has acts as a 6V/12V switch. And I did that without checking the manual since... Duh. But unlike internet commentators, I finally read the manual. My battery was obviously below 60% when I started, so reading initially showed Lo exactly as
described in the manual. For the curious, it took about 12 hours for my battery RC = 120min Elantra. User Manual: Fault Codes (Error Codes) by Manual: F01Dead The BatteryAsk Technician's Help to Control BatteryF01... A device draws power from the battery that is chargedLink the device and try to charge againF01
... The charging rate is very small relative to the battery size Sound higher charger rate or use higher charger currentF02 ... The voltage of the charger is very high compared to the batteryVerify the battery voltage and choose the correct charging voltage. The F03... Charger error, charge current is higher than
selectedSak technician's help to control chargerF04... The charger is overheating. The charger will continue charging when cooledF05... Do not enter the float stage after 24 hours or the battery is defective. Do not use the battery for other purposes when charging. Check the battery conditions. F06... Reverse polarity
occurs Reconnecting battery clips correctly Approaching charging time:(ref: [sciencing.com]) Vehicle batteries are usually not graded in ampoules like small consumer batteries, and are instead spec'd by several minutes *usable* capacity, referred to as 'spare capacity', which can somehow be determined by a rule-of-
thumb minimum-useful-voltage of 10.5V. That's a reasonable point. You can expect your starter to fail to turn. By doing some time/energy unit conversions and juggling with some algebra, you can get to a simple relationship: (reserve capacity in minutes) x (0.42) = (usable amp hours). Approximate number of charging
hours dividing by the rated power of your charger: (usable amp hours) / (charging amplifiers) = (charging times) (I say approximate because you use only the full full amperage (3A for this) for the first time, and goes down as you approach full charge) You didn't read the reviews because there are several 1 star reports
from several others that have the same problems. I own and returned 4 of the same charger model. They have all suffered the same number of problems described in all negative reviews published by others, which cannot be overcome by READING THE INSTRUCTIONS. I spoke to a technician who told me that there
was a firmware problem (as I have already stated) that causes this charger to drown... so, all the odds. For those thinking of buying this trash, first read reviews from others before throwing away your money. (Sort reviews from lowest to highest score and note). If you already have one, I hope it works well for you and
you don't become one of the others who threw away their money. I now use Deltran Battery Tenders in all my vehicles stored for extended periods of time with zero problems. If I have a discharged battery that needs to be recharged, I use a large 5-50 amp industrial charger to store the plates and do the job properly.
This comment has been rated as useless by Slickdeals users Joined Oct 2016 L3: Beginner 251 Posts 29 Fame Give Thanks Follow user send message 09-13-2018 at 06:15 am #14 Walmart Sells Napkins This comment has been rated as non-helpful by Slickdeals users Joined Jan 2014 L5: Journeyman 697 Posts 264
Fame Give Thanks Follow user message 09-13-2018 at 07:01 AM #15 You didn't read the reviews because there are several 1-star reports from several others that have the same problems. I own and returned 4 of the same charger model. They have all suffered the same number of problems described in all negative
reviews published by others, which cannot be overcome by READING THE INSTRUCTIONS. I spoke to a technician who told me that there was a firmware problem (as I have already stated) that causes this charger to drown... so, all the odds. For those thinking of buying this trash, first read reviews from others before
throwing away your money. (Sort reviews from lowest to highest score and note). If you already have one, I hope it works well for you and you don't become one of the others who threw away their money. I now use Deltran Battery Tenders in all my vehicles stored for extended periods of time with zero problems. If I
have a discharged battery that needs to be recharged, I use a large 5-50 amp industrial charger to store the plates and do the job properly. I'm sorry, but both you and op have to instructions. This charger should not be charged if it detects the current being drawn. Most vehicles built in the last 20 years draw power from
radio or computer/security. So the charger should drop a code if the battery is connected. This also means that you need to connect the clamps to the terminals, unless you disconnected only the positive . I suspect that's why some people bad reviews. Reviews.
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